STOVE SHOWDOWN
The stoves in this showdown are displayed in scale
with each other. While not a comprehensive list, it is
representative of several competing types.
For more on the Super Cat Alcohol Stove, visit
www.SuperCatStove.com.

COST
WEIGHT
FUEL
PROS

CONS

$.50

$1.50

$40

$40

$90

.25 ounces

.25 ounces

3 ounces

3 ounces

7 ounces

Denatured Alcohol,
HEET

Denatured Alcohol,
HEET

IsoPropane Canisters

Very light, easy to
make, acts as pot
stand

Vertical flames for
smaller pots, very
light

Powerful, built in windscreen

Prone to wind and cold,
flame not adjustable,
limited fuel capacity

Requires pot stand, more
difficult to construct,
prone to wind and cold

Limited flame adjustability, taller than GigaPower,
fewer pot stands

IsoPropane Canisters

IsoPropane Canisters

Compact, adjustable
flame, powerful, auto ignition model available

Remote nature allows for
windscreen, stable, adjustable flame, powerful

No built in windscreen

Heavier and less compact than others in the
showdown

STOVE SELECTIONS
Ultra-light and Inexpensive: Super Cat Alochol Stove
There are number of reasons to select this little gem as an ultra-light stove
over competitors like the Pepsi Can stove. It’s easy to make (a hole punch
and cat food can is all that’s needed) and doesn’t require a pot stand (the
pot is set directly on top of the stove).

Compact and Reliable: Giga Power
At 3 oz., shorter and with more pot supports than the Pocket Rocket, the Giga
Power packs a punch. This is a great, reliable selection that runs off pressurized fuel when more reliability and control is required over an alcohol stove.

Groups and Gourmet: WindPro
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The WindPro justifies carrying a few more ounces (7 total) and a bit more bulk.
Its ability to easily change from a roaring flame for boiling water to a gentle
simmer for pizzas and pancakes is only matched by its reliability, pot stability
and the high efficiency of a possible windscreen.

Super Cat

WindPro

